
Bio of Patrick Dykstra - A 1998 Graduate of Mission Valley

Emmy nominated and BAFTA award winning cameraman Patrick Dykstra
was born in Denver, Colorado, USA. Patrick spent his early years in
Colorado enjoying camping, hiking and skiing. He became involved in
wrestling and debate.  He moved to the Midwest with his family and
attended Mission Valley High School near Eskridge, Kansas. Patrick was
very involved in extracurricular activities and was a National Debate Finalist
and a State Wrestling Finalist.  He studied at Florida State University and
graduated summa cum laude with a degree in communications. He then
attended law school at New York University, where he graduated with a juris
doctorate degree after serving on the school's prestigious law review
publication.

After working at one of the leading corporate law firms in America
representing numerous Fortune 500 corporations, Patrick left the law to
pursue his passion of wildlife filmmaking. Known for his willingness to take
his camera into areas where others would prefer not to go, Patrick has
captured fascinating imagery in Yemeni tribal areas, the heart of the Congo,
Somaliland, and underneath Antarctic icebergs to name a few.

His first major wildlife film project was working on four episodes of the
BBC's Blue Planet 2. Patrick's accolades include capturing the world's first
footage of both a blue whale nursing and a blue whale heat run as well as
the world's first aerial footage of a manta ray "tornado" feeding event.
Patrick was at the forefront of the exploration and documentation of the
blue whale population off of Sri Lanka and the killer whale migration to
Iceland and Norway.

He is an avid skydiver, scuba diver, hang glider pilot, paraglider pilot and
caver. Patrick possesses an enthusiastic willingness to explore and
document any location. He has lived in Cairns, Australia; London, England;
Florence, Italy; Dubai, UAE and several states in the USA.



Patrick's latest project is Chasing Ocean Giants.

What immense creatures inhabit in the vast depths of the ocean

and how do we learn more about them? Ocean explorer,

adventurer and filmmaker, Patrick Dykstra, has made it his

mission to uncover new scientific discoveries about some of the

world’s most enigmatic creatures. In an eight-episode series,

discovery+ audiences will swim along with Patrick on the

adventure of a lifetime as he travels through some of the most

hostile environments on Earth in pursuit of close encounters

with the largest and most elusive ocean giants on the planet

with breathtaking rewards; displays of animal behavior the world

has never seen before. Stream all eight episodes of CHASING

OCEAN GIANTS exclusively on discovery+ the definitive

non-fiction, real-life subscription streaming service, on

Thursday, Apr. 29 as a part of Discovery’s month-long

celebration of the Earth and all of the wildlife that call it home.

From the top of the world to the deepest points in the oceans,

Discovery continues to highlight what makes our planet so

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MCw4TZ1IlFPaCQYNny4GjhL86V6ydNqRYZr1z9y-325wid6kgqXnV1xl_Tri7JE9Ftt2oT6mEcKzbRqfSbbz0QOpDzZIkUN6FZO-cfSznLLXXTDThA8MmVI3cq-kCW1Tjf6KE3e2_-N8OHzPEfUFVA==&c=k7aACOhMV20KTo4cs-m1gD4M0gqnMGe26qEmx53CIczYUifPS2MFRg==&ch=VOG5Q_XYIlRjB6KRaYTHHHTFpT9JBtbhQ6GpqFAH_XBnLpH7OvyhMQ==


special during ‘Earth Month’ and how we all can help preserve

our natural world and the wildlife that depends on it to survive.


